
They came in their skivvies.

The way I recall that morning, I awoke to a horn sounding that the base was under attack.  Many of you
here on The Wall had similar experiences before having your lives cut short, in our youth.

My first thought was to get ready.  I sat up on my cot, pulled on my utility pants, socks, boots (threw 
the laces around the boots a couple of times and tied them), pulled on my shirt, slipped the chest holster
with 45 on then my flack jacket, grabbed my rifle and helmet and headed out to the shelter bunker 
behind the hooch.  There were already two guys there, in their skivvies.  Then the rest of the guys in the
hooch came in in their skivvies.  

I recognized myself as “a little tightly wound.”  I waited at the bunker entrance with my rifle in case 
there were any Viet Cong (VC) in our immediate area.  After a short wait I headed over to the 
operations bunker to see what was going on.  They said there were VC in the wire at the artillery 
battery area.  As the battalion writer I felt responsible to go and see what was shaking.  When I got to 
their area I saw two Marines, who seemed to have been there for a while.  They were across an open 
area from seven dead VC, who were missing the top several inches of their heads.  In other words their 
brains were exposed.  Each VC was squatted right behind the other in a line; not bound in anyway.

After the two guys said that yes, they’d killed them, I walked over and looked more closely.  I did 
wonder how their bullets had gotten behind the ears without going through the same ears but I was a 
believer.  They said they’d done it and they had; end of a story I would not know how to write and so 
didn’t.  Later, I recall hearing that they’d been promoted and their commanding officer had gotten a 
medal for killing none resisting enemy.  

On that day my attention had been diverted to the lone VC still in the wire just down the berm from his 
dead compatriots.  No one knew if he was alive.  A young officer said he’d go out in the wire to see if 
he was alive.  He approached the enemy combatant’s feet.  He crouched down with his 45 pointed at 
the body and reached out to touch his foot.  

Once he touched it, the officer said, “He’s alive.”  About forty or fifty M-16’s were switched from 
safety.  And the Marines in the flame tank with it’s nozzle pointed at the enemy shifted their positions.  

Wow, I thought I might see a human being turned to hamburger right in front of my eyes and cooked.  
But no; the officer got the enemy to stand up and put his hands over his head.  They worked their way 
back through the wire, which the VC had been trying to get under just a few hours earlier.  

The VC was walked over to a group of officers.  He was handcuffed and made to squat down, within 
moments of noticing that he had not been shot on the spot a huge arc of golden pee came out of his 
skivvies.  It arched high enough to go over a person, but didn’t have too, as no one was in front of him. 

The poor bastard was in deep terror, which being a prisoner relieved.  

How would one report such a happening as an heroic endeavor?

Not a one of the enemy, who attacked a battalion of Marines, had any weapons.  I could have written 
about it by simply saying that seven VC were killed and one captured as they attacked our base.  That 
would have been simple to do; but not very reflective of “the puzzle.”  



How did the bullets get behind the ears without going through them?  

Such little puzzles occur every day.  And in war they are nearly always lost in the hast to celebrate 
another day alive and calculate how to have that keep happening.  They can leave us with doors into 
understanding, which only peaceful time can begin to unravel.  

While in country with some of you here recorded on The Wall I found myself fluctuating between 
endorsing our effort and awed by the size of it’s error.  The pile of scap steel behind china beach gave 
that error true dimension for me.

It was later, after I was back from “the craziness,” when I recognized that the two Marines had lied to 
me for simplicities sake.  Then they wouldn’t have to explain the interrogation and executions they 
witnessed.

The United States and Marines had been there for two years and counting at the time.  One could not 
call into question “the mission.”  Not with so much invested.  It took five more years of losses before 
the truth emerged and seven until the whole mess was resolved.  

It is noteworthy that the resolution was the same that might have emerged had our government not had 
our Vietnamese puppet government call off the election, which Ho Chi Minh would have won back in 
1954.  

Are we our own worst enemy?

That is what is so very sad about this democratic process.  It is truly messy at the worst possible times.  
War profiteers like war for it’s lack of reflection.  Our “protection money” taxes to the Department of 
Defense can be the means to ending openness and transparency for the sake of the mission.  The public 
does not need to be concerned with what is done overseas in their name.  The executive branch knows 
all.  They will take care of us.  

Perhaps in more than one way.  

At least you here remembered do not have to attend to taming the wild democracy we were defending 
and us, the living, are still holding onto for all it’s worth.  Kind of like bull riding.  It’s telling that the 
four year time limit still holds for now.  

We certainly could have used your added input to the sour narrative in which we played our part.  
Defending “the man” against fake fairness and phony democracy, has never set well with the public.  
Helping create a clear picture is the ever present task of participant’s in any democracy and it is nearly 
full time work.  

Memorial day has been captured by the Department of Defense.  Nixon’s White House still flies its 
MIA/POW battle streamer on most flag poles in the country, dividing veterans and muddling the story 
of the crime of the American war in Vietnam, a country that never put a finger on any United States 
property, people or possessions.  

We miss you.

Ronald Edwin Staff, Sargent at 2nd Battalion/1st Marines, First Marine Division (Oct. ‘68 to Aug. ‘69)




